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Optimum Transform Domain Split VQ
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Abstract—In this letter, we develop an optimum transform do-
main split vector quantization (TrSVQ) method. We address both
the issues of achieving best rate-distortion (R/D) performance and
less complexity. For quantizing a multivariate Gaussian source, we
derive the mean-square error (MSE) performance expression for
the TrSVQ method using high rate theory and optimum bit allo-
cation. Also, to reduce the complexity, we develop a binary split-
based iterative algorithm and use the algorithm in a tree structured
manner to find the optimum subvectors’ dimensions (i.e., optimum
splits).

Index Terms—Transform coding, vector quantization.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE direct use of a full search vector quantization (VQ)1

is limited because of its exponential complexity (for ex-
ample, the full search VQ becomes prohibitively complex if the
bit allocation exceeds 12–13 bits/vector). To overcome the com-
plexity limitation, several structured/product code VQ methods
[7] have been proposed and used widely.

A widely used product code VQ method is the split VQ
(SVQ), also referred to as partitioned VQ [7], [8], [11]. In
SVQ, the full vector is split into subvectors and then quantized
independently. This approach results in a coding loss [13] as the
correlation between the subvectors is not exploited. We have re-
cently proposed the conditional PDF-based SVQ method [14],
[15] to recover the coding loss. It can be noted that the use of a
de-correlating transform before quantization will alleviate the
coding loss of SVQ [10]. Splitting the transform domain vector
into subvectors makes it feasible to handle larger dimensional
vectors in the sense of manageable complexity and thus helps
to achieve better performance by allocating a higher number
of bits. Also, the transform domain quantization permits use
of noise shaping techniques for achieving better subjective
quality. It was shown in [4] that the SVQ of Fourier trans-
formed signal vector provides better subjective performance
than the traditional transform coders that do not use SVQ.

In the transform domain SVQ (TrSVQ) method [4], [10],
[12], the distribution of the energy among the transform do-
main coefficients are highly skewed because of the decorre-
lating transform’s compaction property. Thus, it is necessary
to allocate the bits optimally among the subvectors to achieve
the best R/D performance. Also, to reduce the complexity, it
is important to address the issue of how to optimally split the
transform domain vector into subvectors. The simple approach
may be splitting the transform domain vector into subvectors of
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1In this letter, we use VQ and full search VQ interchangeably.

same size and allocating the bits in proportion to the energy of
the subvectors. This approach results in nonuniform bit alloca-
tion and thus leads to high complexity. Alternatively, to reduce
the complexity, equal bits can be allocated to all the subvec-
tors and the subvectors’ dimensions can be adjusted based on
either a distortion measure [6] or an energy measure [10], [12].
The subvectors’ dimensions are experimentally adjusted in [10],
[12] such that the total energy of the signal vector is distributed
among the subvectors as evenly as possible. In [9], the issue
of splitting is also addressed from a perceptual point of view.
The above-mentioned methods do not readjust the subvectors’
dimensions according to the allocated bits/vector for achieving
least complexity; thus, the subvectors’ dimensions are kept fixed
for all the bitrates.

In this letter, we develop an optimum TrSVQ method for
quantizing a multivariate Gaussian source using square Eu-
clidean distance (SED) measure. We first address the R/D
performance optimality for the TrSVQ method using optimum
bit allocation and high rate MSE expression of VQ. The classic
transform domain scalar quantization (TrSQ) method [1], [7]
is shown to be a special case of the TrSVQ method. Using
the derived optimum bit allocation formula, we also address
the issue of complexity for the TrSVQ method. We develop a
binary split-based iterative algorithm and use the algorithm in a
tree structured manner to find the optimum subvectors’ dimen-
sions. At a particular bitrate, the iterative algorithm allows us
to choose the subvectors’ dimensions optimally for achieving
less complexity but without sacrificing R/D performance.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we indicate the R/D performance of a full
search VQ for quantizing a multivariate Gaussian source. Sup-
pose the -dimensional source vector is Gaussian distributed
as . Using the high rate quantization
theory [5], the mean-square error (MSE) performance of a full
search VQ is given as [15]

(1)

where is the allocated bits/vector to quantize the source;
is a constant which is dependent only on the value of dimension

as [15], is
the usual gamma function as .

III. R/D PERFORMANCE OF TRSVQ

We address the optimality of R/D performance for the TrSVQ
method in this section. For quantizing a Gaussian source, KLT
is the optimum de-correlating transform. Let the KLT and the
transformed vector be, respectively, denoted by and

and its distribution is characterized by a Gaussian,
, where

(2)

and

(3)
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Equation (3) is nothing but the eigen value decomposition of
. Also, since is orthonormal. Let the eigen

values of be , and thus,
. To reduce the VQ complexity, the vector is

split into number of subvectors such that
and each is coded independently. Let

the dimension of be such that . Also, the max-
imum number of splits is when , and the TrSVQ
method becomes the TrSQ method.

The use of KLT fully exploits the linear redundancy by
removing the correlation between the vector components.
Thus, each can be independently quantized using SVQ
technique without sacrificing the inter-subvector correlation,
and the method is referred to as TrSVQ. Instead of the scalar
quantization (SQ) as in TrSQ, the use of SVQ allows us to
exploit the higher dimensional space filling advantage [3] of
VQ.

Using the split vector notation, we can express the
parameters of transform domain Gaussian distribution,

, as

and

...
...

. . .
...

(4)

where and are, respectively, the mean vector and co-
variance matrix of the th subvector, ; each is a di-
agonal matrix of dimension ; each subvector is also
Gaussian distributed as .

To minimize the MSE distortion in TrSVQ, the available
bits/vector need to be allocated optimally among the transform
domain subvectors. Using number of bits for the th sub-
vector, the overall MSE distortion for the Gaussian source is
written as

(5)

where is the distortion for vector quantizing with
bits allocated. Using the Gaussian source analysis of (1),
is given as

(6)

where . The
optimum bit allocation is decided by minimizing the overall dis-
tortion subject to the constraint of total bits/vector as

subject to (7)

Using Lagrange optimization, we show the following result.
Theorem: For quantizing a Gaussian source, the optimum

bit allocation to the transform domain subvectors in the TrSVQ

method, which minimizes the overall MSE distortion under the
bitrate constraint of , is given by

(8)

Using the optimum bit allocation, the minimum MSE distortion
for the TrSVQ method is given by

(9)

Proof: Let
.

Using partial differentiation,
, we get

. Summing and using

, we get
.

Substituting appropriately and using
and dummy variable , we get

the optimum bit allocation formula of (8). Using the optimum
bit allocation, the MSE of the TrSVQ method can be evaluated
and shown in (9).

A. Coding Gain of TrSVQ Over TrSQ

For (i.e., ), the TrSVQ method becomes the
TrSQ method; using (9), the MSE performance of the TrSQ
method is given as [7]

(10)

where . Using (9) and (10), the
coding gain of TrSVQ method over TrSQ method is given as,

(11)

where the equality holds iff . The above coding gain is
purely a dimensionality-dependent parameter, independent of
the Gaussian source parameters. Fig. 1 shows the coding gain
of the TrSVQ method over the TrSQ method for different .
The coding gain of a full search VQ over TrSQ is also shown
as the best achievable R/D performance (a point to note is that
when , the TrSVQ method is nothing but a full search
VQ). In Fig. 1, the discrete points are shown for the cases when
the dimension is divisible by the number of splits such that

. As expected, the R/D performance of the
TrSVQ method degrades as increases.

IV. OPTIMUM SPLITS FOR TRSVQ

For a given , an interesting question is how to split the trans-
form domain vector into subvectors such that the TrSVQ method
incurs less complexity. Thus, we address the issue of finding the
optimum set of . Using the method of independent codebook
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Fig. 1. Theoretical coding gain (in dB) of TrSVQ method (for differentS) over
TrSQ method. The coding gain of VQ is shown as the best achievable perfor-
mance.

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF PRACTICAL SQNR PERFORMANCE (in dB) OF OPTIMUM

TRSVQ METHOD WITH THE BEST ACHIEVABLE THEORETICAL PERFORMANCES

OF TRSQ AND FULL SEARCH VQ METHODS

searching for each subvector, the required computational com-
plexity of the TrSVQ method is given as (in flops)2

(12)

where accounts for all the computation (such as taking trans-
form) except codebook searching. Also, the memory complexity
of TrSVQ method is given as (in floats)

(13)

where accounts for all the memory (such as storage for KLT
matrix) except memory required for codebook storage. Both
computational complexity and memory requirement are re-
duced if is minimized. We note that the complexity
increases exponentially with the allocated bits/subvector
and linearly with the subvectors’ dimensions . To counter
the exponential rise of complexity, the full transformed vector
needs to be split into subvectors such a way that the optimally
allocated bits are nearly uniform. For this, the subvectors’
dimensions have to be in ascending order since the eigen
values are in descending order.

It can be seen that the problem of finding optimum s is
a combinatorial one and thus requires an algorithmic solution.
For this, we develop a binary split-based iterative algorithm and
use the algorithm in a tree structured manner (i.e., using the
divide and conquer approach) to find splits. Let us allow to

2It is assumed that each operation like addition, subtraction, multiplication,
division, and comparison needs one floating point operation (flop). With this as-
sumption, for p-dimensional vector and a b bits/vector full search VQ, the code-
book search complexity using SED measure is (3p+ 1)2 flops and codebook
memory complexity is p2 floats. The “float” represents the necessary memory
to store a real value.

describe the binary splitting algorithm. For given bits/vector, a
binary splitting function is designed to split its input argument
vector into two subvectors in such a way that the total
bits/vector is optimally allocated using (8), but the complexity is
also minimized. The binary splitting function is described below
where we also address the issue of real to integer bit allocation
for practical implementation.

Binary Splitting Function

Input: The diagonal covariance matrix of input
argument vector which needs to split optimally into two
subvectors as ; total allocated bits/vector.

Output: The optimum dimensions of two subvectors;
optimum bits allocated to the two subvectors.

Algorithm:

Declaration:

bits to bits to ;

Initialization: ;

Find from , where it is assumed
;

Find using optimum bit allocation formula of (8);

Find and ;

Loop:

for

;/* Ascending s */

Find from , where it is assumed
;

Find using optimum bit allocation formula of
(8);

Find and ;

Minimum complexity: ;

Integer bit allocation: ;

If ; ;/* Nonnegative bit */

Return: and ;

Let us assume be a power of 2. For the full transformed
vector, the binary split-based function is called recursively in a
tree structured manner ( stages) to find number of op-
timum splits. For example, let and . The eight-di-
mensional vector is split into two optimum dimensional sub-
vectors using the binary splitting function. As the optimum bits
allocated to each of the two subvectors are known, each of the
two subvectors can be easily split further into two optimum sub-
vectors using the binary splitting function, and thus, we get four
optimum subvectors with optimum bit allocation. The tree struc-
tured manner of successive splitting does not incur any loss of
R/D performance optimality as the full transformed vector is un-
correlated. Now, we extend the use of above algorithm for the
case where is not a power of 2. For this case, we first find
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TABLE II
R/D PERFORMANCE AND COMPLEXITY COMPARISON BETWEEN THE OPTIMUM SPLIT TRSVQ AND THE EQUAL SPLIT TRSVQ METHODS AT S = 2

number of optimum subvectors, where is the nearest lower in-
teger number of as power of 2. Then each of the higher dimen-
sional number of subvectors is optimally split into two
subvectors to find the optimum number of splits. For example,
let , and thus, . First, we find eight optimum splits
with optimum bit allocations, and then, three larger dimensional
subvectors are again optimally split into six subvectors (with op-
timum bit allocations) to find total 11 subvectors’ dimensions.
Thus, the developed iterative algorithm provides both the op-
timum subvectors’ dimensions or optimum splits and op-
timum bits allocated to the subvectors .

V. QUANTIZATION RESULTS

We investigate the performance of the optimum TrSVQ
method at different splits . The optimum bit allocations

and splits are found using the iterative algorithm. We
consider an eight-dimensional Gaussian vector source
with zero mean and a covariance matrix with eigen values
as (256,128,64,32,16,8,4,2). We use 500 000 vectors as the
testdata for all the experiments carried out. The well-known
LBG [2] algorithm is used to train the necessary quantizer
codebooks using a separate training data of 500 000 vectors.

The performance of the developed optimum split TrSVQ
method is investigated using and . The
signal-to-quantization-noise ratio (SQNR) performance is
shown in Table I. For , the range of simulations is
complexity limited because of the fact that the optimum bit
allocation results in more than 13 bits/subvector at higher
bitrate. We note that the TrSVQ method with provides
better performance than as expected. The theoretical
performances of TrSQ [using (10)] and full search VQ [using
(1)] methods are also included in Table I as the best achievable
performances for the respective methods. These results help us
for direct comparison with the practical SQNR performances of
TrSVQ. We note that the TrSVQ method provides considerable
improvement over the TrSQ method. As expected, the full
search VQ provides best theoretical performance, but its usage
is complexity limited.

In Table II, we compare the R/D performance and required
complexities of the developed optimum split TrSVQ method
with the equal split TrSVQ method for . For the op-
timum split TrSVQ method, the use of iterative algorithm pro-
vides the optimum splits (optimum ) and optimum bit allo-
cation (optimum ) according to the allocated bits/vector. We
note that the iterative algorithm provides for subvectors’ dimen-
sions which are not fixed throughout all the bitrates. On the other
hand, in the equal split TrSVQ method, the eight-dimensional
transformed vector is split into (4, 4) dimensional subvectors

and the optimum bit allocation is carried out using (8). We note
that both the methods provide comparable theoretical SQNR
performances, but the equal split TrSVQ method incurs con-
siderably higher complexity than the developed optimum split
TrSVQ method.

VI. CONCLUSION

For a Gaussian source, we derive the R/D performance ex-
pression of the TrSVQ method using optimum bit allocation and
thus show the coding gain over the existing TrSQ method in the
high rate regime. For practical implementation of the TrSVQ
method, we develop an iterative algorithm to choose the subvec-
tors’ dimensions in such a way that the TrSVQ method requires
less complexity but without sacrificing the R/D performance.
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